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Abstract
Background Effects of high-dose radiation using protons
and photons on bone are relatively unexplored, but high
rates of insufficiency fractures are reported, and the causes
of this are incompletely understood. Imaging studies with
pre- and postradiation scans can help one understand the
effect of radiation on bone.
Questions/purposes The purpose of this study was to as-
sess the effects of high-dose radiation on the trabecular
density of bone in the sacrum using CT-derived Hounsfield
units (HU).
Methods Between 2009 and 2015, we treated 57 patients
(older then 18 years) with sacral chordoma. Fourteen

(25%) of them were treated with radiation only. The gen-
eral indication for this approach is inoperability resulting
from tumor size. Forty-two (74%) patients were treated
with transverse sacral resections and high-dose radiother-
apy (using either protons or photons or a combination)
before surgery and after surgery. During this time period,
our indication for this approach generally was symptomatic
sacral chordoma in which resection would prevent further
growth and reasonable sacrifice of nerve roots was possi-
ble. Of those patients, 21 (50%) had CT scans both before
and after radiation treatment. We used HU as a surrogate
for bone density. CT uses HU to derive information on
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tissue and bone quantity. A recent study presented refer-
ence HU values for normal (mean 133 6 38 HU), osteo-
porotic (101 6 25 HU), and osteopenic bone (79 6 32
HU). To adjust for scanning protocol-induced changes in
HU, we calculated the ratio between bone inside and out-
side the radiation field rather than using absolute values. To
assess the effect of radiation, we tested whether there was
a difference in ratio (sacrum/L1) before and after radiation.
A control measurement was performed (L2/L1) and also
tested for a difference before and after radiation. Statistical
analyses were performed using the paired t-test.
Results The effects of radiation appeared confined to the
intended field, because the bone density outside the treated
field was not observed to decrease. The ratio of HU (a
surrogate for bone density) in L2 relative to L1 did not
change after radiotherapy (preradiation mean: 0.979 6
0.009, postradiation mean: 0.9806 0.009, mean difference
outside the radiation field: -0.001, 95% confidence interval
[CI], -0.009 to 0.007, p = 0.799). The ratio of HUwithin the
radiation field relative to L1 decreased after radiotherapy
(preradiation mean: 0.895 6 0.050, postradiation mean:
0.658 6 0.050, mean difference inside the radiation field:
0.237, 95% CI, 0.187-0.287, p < 0.001), suggesting the
bone density stayed the same outside the radiation field but
decreased inside the radiation field.
Conclusions Trabecular bone density decreased after
high-dose radiation therapy in a small group of patients
with sacral chordoma. High-dose radiation is increasingly
gaining acceptance for treating sacral malignancies; further
long-term prospective studies using calibrated CT scanners
and preferably bone biopsies are needed.
Level of Evidence Level IV, therapeutic study.

Introduction

Photon radiation (as generated by modalities like radio-
graphs) has traditionally been used for radiotherapy and
has a role in treating malignancies as primary or (neo)
adjuvant treatment. Advances have been made in the de-
livery of photon radiation to spare surrounding tissues and
allow for higher dosages. Intensity-modulated photon ra-
diation therapy is increasingly being used for treatment of
challenging bone sarcomas of the axial skeleton. The rea-
son for this is the higher conformality of dose and sparing
of normal tissue [4]. Because radiotherapy for chordoma
often requires high doses [5, 41] in close proximity to
sensitive normal tissues, protons are a good treatment op-
tion. The reason for the use of protons rather than photons
is the superior dose distribution that can be achieved with
protons [19]. Protons deposit little energy in tissue until
near the end of the proton range where the residual energy
is lost over a short distance, resulting in a steep rise in the

absorbed dose known as the Bragg peak [27]. The use of
proton radiation has proven to be a safe [1, 15, 17, 42] and
useful adjuvant to surgery [12, 38]. DeLaney et al. [13]
studied the long-term oncologic outcomes after a combi-
nation of proton beam radiation with surgery and reported
promising results with local control for primary spine
tumors of 84% (of which 58% were chordomas) at 8 years
followup. Definitive high-dose radiation using photon and
proton radiation rendered good results for patients with
medically inoperable or otherwise unresected mobile spine
or sacrococcygeal chordomas, as reported by Chen et al.
[10]. The study reported chordoma-specific survival of
96% and 82%, local progression-free survival of 90% and
80%, andmetastases-free survival of 87% and 76% at 3 and
5 years, respectively.

Despite the advantages in local control, insufficiency
fractures of irradiated bone pose a serious problem [25]. A
recent paper published by Osler et al. [26] reported sacral
insufficiency fractures in 76% of patients treated with
a combination of high sacrectomy and high-dose radiation
and 22% of the patients treated with definitive high-dose
radiation; overall 47% of patients treated had a fracture.
Management of radiation-induced fractures has been
studied to some extent in long bones [20]. A high risk of
nonunion and prolonged healing is common when treat-
ing these fractures and are therefore thought to be difficult
to treat [7]. Interestingly, a recent paper by Imai et al. [17]
with a median of 62 months of followup did not report any
fractures after treating 133 patients with sacral chordoma
with high-dose carbon-ion radiation alone, although they
did not comment on the fracture risk specifically.

The gold standard for measuring bone mineral density
in vivo is by dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) [6,
21]. In a finite element modeling study, CT scans have
proven to be accurate in predicting fracture patterns and
failure loads [34]. CT uses Hounsfield units (HU) to derive
information on tissue and bone quantity. HU are the stan-
dardized attenuation coefficient of tissue and represent
tissue on a scale of -1000 defined for air and 0 defined for
distilled water at room temperature and pressure [33].
Whereas DEXA and other quantitative CT scans require
the use of a calibration phantom, routine clinical CT scans
have HU information readily available without additional
costs or radiation. Several studies have successfully used
HU in assessing bonemineral density and osteoporosis [18,
28, 32, 33, 39]. However, this has not yet been done in
patients undergoing high-dose radiation of the sacrum al-
though fractures are a big problem. By using the knowl-
edge of the relationship between HU and bone density from
osteoporosis studies, we look at this specific problem in
a new way.

The aim of this study was to assess the effects of high-
dose radiation on the trabecular density of the sacrum. To
do this, we present a novel method of assessing changes in
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trabecular bone density using routine clinical CT scans
done pre- and postradiation acquired using different im-
aging and contrast protocols.

Patients and Methods

This study was approved by our institutional review board.
The current study is a retrospective series of patients with
sacral chordoma treated with a combination of surgery and
radiation at our institution between May 2009 and De-
cember 2015. Patients were excluded if they were younger
than 18 years of age, if no pre- and postradiation CT was
available, or if the radiation scheduled deviated from our
institution’s protocol (preoperative course of 50.4 Gy and
postoperative course of 19.8 Gy) [13].

Over this time period, we treated 57 patients (older then
18 years) with sacral chordoma. Fourteen (25%) of them
were treated with radiation only. The main indication for
this approach is inoperability resulting from tumor size.
Forty-two (74%) patients were treated with transverse sa-
cral resections and high-dose radiotherapy (using either
protons or photons or a combination) before surgery and
after surgery. During this time period, our indications for
this approach generally were symptomatic sacral chordoma
in which resection would prevent further growth and the
potential negative effects of the tumor outweigh the con-
sequences of the nerve root sacrifice. In seven (16%)
patients, there was no preradiation scan available and in 12
(28%) patients, the postradiation imaging was done using
MRI, not CT. Four (9%) patients received < 50.4 Gy pre-
operative radiation. Twenty-one (50%) patients met our
inclusion criteria. The study exclusions were unlikely to
cause selection bias, because the main reasons for exclu-
sion generally were unrelated to patient or tumor factors.

The mean age (6 SD) was 516 15 years (range, 22-73
years; Table 1). Of the 21, six (29%) were women and 15
(71%) were men. The most cephalad sacral vertebrae in-
volved with tumor was S1 in three (14%) patients, S2 in
five (24%) patients, S3 in 10 (48%) patients, S5 in two
(10%) patients, and the coccyx in one (5%) patient. Eight
measurements were done in S1 (38%), 10 were done in S2
(48%), two were done in S4 (10%), and one was done in
S5 (5%). Although fractures in the lower sacral area are
rare, it is bone with a similar structure also receiving high
dosages or radiation and therefore interesting to include in
this study.

A combination of proton-based radiation and surgery
was used to treat chordoma. Radiation included 70.2 Gy of
photon/proton radiation divided into a 5-week preoperative
course of 50.4 Gy and a 2-week postoperative boost of 19.8
Gy [13]. We were only able to analyze the effect of the
preoperative radiation course of 50.4 Gy because CT scans

were made before and after the preoperative radiation
course, and not before and after the postoperative radiation
course. Preradiation scans were available because all
patients undergo CT scan of the lumbosacral spine for ra-
diotherapy treatment planning. Areas of interest (including
target volumes and organs at risk) were contoured using
MIM Software (MIM Software Inc, Cleveland, OH, USA)
and three-dimensional (3-D) conformal photon or proton
radiotherapy plans were generated using RayStation
(RaySearch Laboratories, Stockholm, Sweden) or in-house
Pencil Beam Scanning treatment planning systems, re-
spectively. Postradiation scans were available because
patients routinely underwent a preoperative CT scan of the
lumbosacral spine for restaging and surgical planning
purposes.

The total dose of the preoperative course of radiation was
50.4 Gy, which was delivered using only photons for four
patients, only protons for three patients, and a combination
of photons and protons for 14 patients. Typically a combi-
nation of 19.8 Gy of photons and 30.6 Gy of protons was
used. We did include all patients because the total dose of
radiation was similar in all patients. In our institution, proton
radiation is limited, so to conserve resources, a combination
of proton and photon radiation is used. This way we are able
to treat more patients with protons, especially children who
need all proton therapy because they cannot tolerate high
dosages of photon radiation. A mean of 23.9 6 16.5 Gy of
photons and 26.56 16.5 Gy of protons was used. The mean
time between the pre- and postradiation scans was 976 11
days. The mean time between the end of radiation and the
postradiation scan was 38 6 10 days.

Table 1. Demographics (n = 21)

Demographic Mean (SD)

Age (years) 51 (15)

Radiation dosages (cGy) 5040

Photon dose (cGy) 2391 (1646)

Proton dose (cGy) 2649 (1646)

Days between CT scans 97 (11)

Number (%)

Gender

Female 6 (29)

Male 15 (71)

Tumor location*

S1 3 (14)

S2 5 (24)

S3 10 (48)

S4 0

S5 2 (10)

Coccyx 1 (5)

*Most cephalad involved sacral vertebrae.
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The preradiation images were acquired using a GE
scanner (GE, Milwaukee, WI, USA) applying the standard
algorithm: helical mode, 2.5-mm slice thickness, a voltage
of 140 kV, and a current set automatically. The intravenous
contrast medium injection was performed with a delay of
60 seconds and a flow rate of 2.5 mL/s. Additionally, some
patients were given 900 mL oral contrast medium 45 to 60
minutes before scanning. Postradiation images were ac-
quired using a GE scanner applying the standard algorithm:
helical mode, 5-mm slice thickness, a voltage of 100 or 120
kV, and a current set automatically. The intravenous con-
trast medium injection was performed with a delay of 70
seconds and a flow rate of 2.0 mL/s.

In this retrospective study, the preradiation CT scans
and postradiation CT scans were done using a different
scanner and different imaging and contrast protocols. To
adjust for these differences, we first converted the HU
values for scans made using a voltage of 100 or 140 kV to
the HU values associated with 120-kV scans (for con-
version formulas, see Appendix, Supplemental Digital
Content 1). Second, we tested whether differences in HU
were attributed to scanning protocols. Two measurements
were performed (in L1 and L2) outside the radiation field
(L1 preradiation mean: 182 6 [SD] 52 HU, L1
postradiation mean: 197 6 54 HU, p < 0.003, same
region of interest [ROI] with a mean volume of 3.96 1.4
mL and L2 preradiation mean: 176 6 52 HU, L2
postradiation mean: 191 6 55 HU, p = 0.002, same ROI
with a mean volume of 4.4 6 1.8 mL; Table 2). The
difference in increase in HU in L1 and L2 was tested and
no difference was found (mean increase in L1: 15 HU,
95% confidence interval [CI], 5.7-25 HU; mean increase
in L2: 15 HU, 95% CI, 6.3-25 HU; p = 0.867). This
increase was attributed to the differences in scanning
protocols. Subsequently, we calculated the ratio of the
value outside the radiation field relative to the reference
value and the value inside the radiation field relative to the
reference value, eliminating any change caused by the
scanning protocol that we did not already correct for. Any
difference found in the measurement would most likely be
caused by the radiation because there were only a few
weeks between the two scans.

Trabecular bone density was assessed by measuring the
HU [18, 28, 32, 33, 39] in a vertebra outside of the radiation
field (ie, L2) and inside the radiation field (the exact ver-
tebra was dependent on the extent of the radiation field and
tumor location). A reference value was measured in the L1
vertebra. Using MIM Software (MIM Software Inc),
a volumetric ROI was created within the cortices of the
vertebra and thus including only trabecular bone by using
a 3-D brush. This allowed us to calculate the mean HU of
that specific volume. Instead of taking themean of one two-
dimensional ROI in the sagittal plane and one in the
transverse plane [3, 37], this technique effectively does
multiple measurements in all three planes and calculates
a mean of HU in a volume. This reduces the impact of
errors in single measurements. Contrast accumulation in
the vertebral venous plexus might influence the HU
measurements. Therefore, the ROI was manually created
by following the inner border of the cephalad, caudal, and
ventral cortices of only the ventral two-thirds of the ver-
tebra for lumbar vertebrae (Fig. 1) and sacral vertebrae
(Fig. 2), excluding the vertebral venous plexus from the
ROI. Using the autoalignment function, the pre- and
postradiation CT scans were fused, which allowed mea-
suring the exact same volumetric ROI in the same vertebrae
on both CT scans of each patient.

The gold standard for measuring bone mineral density
and assessing fracture risk is the DEXA scan [21]. A recent
study showed that HU can be used as an alternative method
for determining regional bone mineral density at no addi-
tional cost to the patient and therefore can aid in the fracture
risk assessment [33]. The same study provides reference
HU values for normal (mean 133 6 38 HU), osteoporotic
(101 6 25 HU), and osteopenic bone (79 6 32 HU).

Continuous data are presented as means with SDs.
Categorical data are presented as frequencies with per-
centages. The ratio data were tested for normality using
the Shapiro-Wilk test. After confirming the normality of
the data, we performed the paired t-test to compare pre-
and postradiation ratios. A p value of < 0.05 was con-
sidered significant. Statistical analysis and building of the
graphs were done using Stata Version 12.0 (Stata Corp,
College Station, TX, USA).

Table 2. Absolute Hounsfield units pre- and postradiation

Location Pre-RT (HU), mean (SD) Post-RT (HU), mean (SD) p value Volume (mL), mean (SD)

L1* 182 (52) 197 (54) 0.003 3.9 (1.4)

L2† 176 (52) 191 (55) 0.002 4.4 (1.8)

IN‡ 153 (83) 97 (85) < 0.001 2.7 (2.1)

*Reference value
†outside radiation field
‡inside radiation field, exact location is dependent on tumor location and the extent of the radiation field; RT = radiation therapy
HU = Hounsfield unit.
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Results

The effects of radiation appeared confined to the inten-
ded field, because the bone density outside the treated
field was not observed to decrease. The ratio of L2
relative to L1 did not change after radiotherapy
(preradiation mean: 0.979 6 0.009, postradiation mean:
0.980 6 0.009, mean difference outside the radiation
field: -0.001, 95% CI, -0.009 to 0.007, p = 0.799;
Table 3). The ratio of the measurement within the radi-
ation field relative to L1 decreased after radiotherapy
(preradiation mean: 0.895 6 0.050, postradiation mean:
0.658 6 0.050, mean difference inside the radiation
field: 0.237, 95% CI, 0.187-0.287, p < 0.001; Table 3).
This suggests that the bone density stayed the same
outside the radiation field but decreased inside the
radiation field (Fig. 3).

Discussion

Currently sacrectomy is a standard approach for sacral
chordoma. Promising results have been reported
when using high-dose radiation as an adjuvant treatment.
The effects of high-dose radiation using protons and
photons on bone are relatively unexplored, but a high risk
of insufficiency fractures has been reported [26]. We
aimed to assess the effects of high-dose radiation on the
trabecular density of bone in the sacrum using CT-
derived HU. We observed a decrease in trabecular bone
density of radiated bone in patients with sacral chordoma
using retrospectively collected CT scans. Using a refer-
ence value outside of the radiation field for each patient,
we were able to control for heterogeneity between the
pre- and postradiation CT scans. Some patients—such as
those undergoing sacrectomy—will receive radiation

Fig. 1A-C Presented here are CT images of axial (A), coronal (B), sagittal (C) views of the second lumbar vertebral body. A volumetric ROI was
placedwithin the cortices of the vertebral body. The dorsal third of the vertebral bodywas avoided tominimize impact of contrast accumulation in
the vertebral venous plexus on HU measurements.

Fig. 2 A-C Presented here are CT images of axial (A), coronal (B), and sagittal (C) views of the second sacral vertebral body. A volumetric ROI was
placedwithin the cortices of the vertebral body. The isodose lineswere used to ensure that themeasurements were done in bone that received the
complete dose of radiation.
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doses even greater than the dose we studied here. That
being said, it is especially important to consider the loss
of trabecular bone density.

This study has several limitations. First is the use of
clinical CT scans in which images were obtained using
different imaging and contrast protocols. Changes in HU
measurement cannot completely be attributed to radiation,
but also the differences in the methods used to obtain the
images. This explains the increase in HU outside the ra-
diation field, an area where no change is expected. We also
measured a difference in HU inside the radiation field;
interestingly, this was not an increase but a decrease in HU.
This means that even with the increase in HU caused by
a difference in scanning protocol, the decrease in HU inside
the radiation field was big enough that a decrease was still
measured. Nevertheless, we accounted for differences in
voltages used by converting HU values using a conversion
formula (shown in Appendix, Supplemental Digital
Content 1). We normalized HU values to a reference
value outside of the radiation field for each patient and
tested a difference in ratios rather than the absolute HU
values. Ideally, the pre- and postradiation would have been
done using the same scanner and scanning protocol.

However, the method we used did allow us to isolate the
change in HU not caused by the difference in scanner or
scanning protocol. In this case, the most likely factor
causing the decrease in density in between the two CT
scans was the radiation. Second, we were not able to
calibrate our measurements to bone mineral density
because phantoms are not routinely used for clinical CT
scans. This makes it difficult to compare our results with
studies reporting on bone mineral density (ie, studies using
DEXA scans or phantoms). In routine clinic, no phantoms
or DEXA scans are used. Our study does present a method
that allows using routinely made scans for measuring bone
density and might be of value as a first step in recognizing
potential clinical problems, in this case the high rate of
insufficiency fractures observed in patients treated for
sacral chordoma.

In addition, almost half of the patients treated for the
diagnosis of interest were not included because a pre- or
postradiation CT scan was not available. This might in-
troduce selection bias, although this is unlikely because
scans were not missing because of any specific patient or
treatment characteristic. Rather, practical issues with
obtaining the old scans prevented us from including these
patients. Fourth, the sacral level that was used to measure
density was dependent on the level of the tumor. Although
not all sacral vertebrae have the same density [37], they
have similar biology and were therefore grouped together.
We did not compare different levels within one patient; we
were able to measure the exact same location within one
patient before and after radiation. Last, not all patients re-
ceived a similar amount of proton and photon radiation.We
were therefore not able to analyze the effect of photon or
proton radiation separately. Most likely a combination of
both protons and photons will be used in the foreseeable

Table 3. Ratios pre- and postradiotherapy

Ratio Pre-RT, mean (SD) Post-RT, mean (SD) p value

L2†/L1* 0.979 (0.009) 0.979 (0.009) 0.799

IN‡/L1* 0.895 (0.050) 0.658 (0.050) < 0.001

*Reference value
†outside radiation field
‡inside radiation field, exact location is dependent on tumor
location and the extent of the radiation field
RT = radiation therapy.

Fig. 3 Presented here is a graphic representation of the dramatic effect of radiation on bone density.
To correct contrast-induced changes in HU, we performed an additional measurement in L1 as a ref-
erence value. Both the measurements inside the radiation field and outside the radiation field are
presented as mean ratios that are relative to the reference measurement in L1.
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future given the rarity of proton centers. We did however
make sure patients received a similar total dose of radia-
tion. Potentially the effect of photon radiation on bone
might be greater because proton radiation can be delivered
with more precision as a result of its biologic behavior [22].

Our results show that the high-dose combined proton
and photon radiotherapy decreases trabecular bone mineral
density within a matter of weeks. When comparing our raw
results with reference values [33], it becomes clear that the
bone inside the radiation field changed from being within
the range of normal bone (mean 133 6 38 HU) to within
the lower range of osteoporotic bone (101 6 25 HU).
Outside the radiation field the bone stayed within the range
of normal bone. A recent study looking at bone mineral
density changes of thoracic and lumbar vertebral bodies in
patients treated with chemoradiation (using chemotherapy
and photons only) for abdominal tumors found similar
results [39]. The authors reported decreased bone mineral
density after 4 to 8 months and after 9 to 12 months.
However, gemcitabine was used in 57% of the patients in
their study. Gemcitabine has been associated with myelo-
suppression [11, 35, 36]. A recent animal study reported
myelosuppressive therapies to increase inflammation and
directly contribute to bone loss [29], indicating a potential
contribution of the chemotherapy to the decreased bone
mineral density. Although the authors state that they con-
trolled for this by performing the same measurement in
patients treated with chemotherapy alone (and found no
difference), they do not state which chemotherapies were
given to the control group. In addition, the effect of the
combination of radiation and chemotherapy on bone is
unknown.

A cross-sectional study of 19 patients treated with sur-
gical excision and radiotherapy for soft tissue extremity
sarcomas had bone density measured using a DEXA scan.
The authors concluded that radiation does not routinely
decrease bone density [14]. These results have to be
interpreted with care because no preradiation scans were
done. Results were based on comparisons with
the contralateral limb depending on the site of radiation.
Furthermore, the bones includedwere not homogenous and
included only long bones, which have more cortical bone
(nine femura, three humerii, four radii, and three tibiae) and
are less sensitive to damage or we are less able to detect
a change in bone density when compared with trabecular
bone [2].

Based on recent animal studies, fragility of radiated
bone is attributed to early postradiation activation of
existing osteoclasts resulting in a decrease of the trabec-
ular bone and thus the trabecular bone mineral density.
Trabecular bone that is lost after early radiation-induced
resorption is not regenerated as a result of the lack of
a scaffold to guide osteoblasts [24]. Osteoclast progeni-
tors reside in marrow and are known to be radiosensitive.

Depletion of osteoclast progenitors may be attributed to
long-term decreased loss of osteoclasts [16, 31, 40]. This
may ultimately lead to uncoupling of the bone resorption
and formation. This allows long-term unopposed appo-
sitional bone growth, which eventually may lead to in-
creased bone mineral density of trabecular and cortical
bone combined, cortical thickening, decreased remodel-
ing, and accumulation of poor-quality matrix [24]. His-
torically it is suggested that bone loss is mediated by the
damage done to mesenchymal stem cells resulting from
radiation [8, 9]. Osteoblasts are short-lived cells that need
constant replenishing; damage to their mesenchymal
progenitors may result in long-term bone damage. These
are all mechanisms for radiation to contribute to bone
fragility and an increased fracture risk. The question ari-
ses whether preventive stabilization is necessary. At our
institution, lumbosacral reconstruction is routinely done
in patients with an osteotomy higher than at the S2 to S3
level in patients who received high-dose radiation. De-
spite this, insufficiency fractures in patients with recon-
structions are still seen. To more definitively determine
whether preventive stabilization is necessary, studies
should be done to determine whether the remaining bone is
strong enough for screws to hold and also to look at bone
quality over the longer term after high-dose radiation to the
sacrum. In the osteoporosis literature, surgical techniques
have been described, mentioning that osteoporotic bone
quality might lead to the risk of screw loosening [23, 30].
This being said, osteoporosis and radiation-induced loss of
bone are a result of different pathophysiologies and com-
parisons should be made with care.

This study sheds light on the short-term effect of the
radiation, but not on the long-term results. It has been
suggested that at higher dosages, the lack of osteoclasts
results in uncoupling of the bone resorption and formation.
This allows long-term unopposed appositional bone
growth, which eventually may lead to increased bone
mineral density of trabecular and cortical bone combined,
decreased remodeling, and accumulation of poor-quality
matrix [24]. The poor-quality bone may not be well suited
for fixation.

We observed that trabecular bone density decreased after
high-dose radiation therapy in a small group of patients with
sacral chordoma; specifically, trabecular density de-
creased within weeks of the end of radiation in patients
who received a dosage of 50.4 Gy. High-dose radiation is
increasingly gaining acceptance for treating malignancy of
the sacrum; these results should be taken into consideration
when planning treatment involving high-dose radiation. To
fully comprehend the effect of high-dose radiation on bone
and be able to guide clinical care, long-term prospective
studies using calibrated CT scanners and preferably bone
biopsies need to be conducted.
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